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ABSTRACT 

 In this paper, it is demonstrated, by means of simulations, the practical 

feasibility of an interference filter, implemented from a stack of high and low index 

birefringent thin films that can be used as transmission filter. Simulations were 

carried out with a software toolbox package implemented as Matlab™ m-files. The 

simulation is done by using the following linear material (AgB,  ZnSe, KF2, GaAs, 

BaF2, TiO2) as coating material with single FBR (fabry perot resonator) structure , 

and KB7 glass as substrate material. Result show that difference between the 

values of refractive index of multi layer stack has great influence on the 

transmittance value, the largest possible value is the best choice for obtaining 

nearly 100% transmittance for the designed wavelength taken and this clearly 

observed in the simulation figures. In addition, Number of antireflection layer (N) 

effect clearly on the result, the design parameter that take GaAs as high refractive 

index material and BaF2 as low index material with N=4 represent good approach 

to the desired value for the simulated filter that’s used in (DWDM) . 
 

Keyword: Optical Filter, Fabry Perot Resonator, Anti Reflecting Coating. 

 

 تصميم ومحاكاة مرشح بصري لنظام المتعدد القسام الطول الموجي الكثيف

 
 الخالصة

يهدد هذاددلبذب الددمذب دد ذمل ادد شذ مددصذب ملنددلذب امددلدذب م  ددصذاب م دد    ذ ددم ذب  مدد   ذ
ب امددليحذليددمذ دد ذب  دد ا محذامادد  لذب دددلثذادد  ماب ذب ام حيددحذبذا مدد ذب مل ادد شذا   دد ا محذاالمدد م ذ

Matlab™ ددحذب    يددحذ ذب  ديا ذب مل ادد شذ امددصذا  دد ام صذب مدداب ا ، AgB ،ZnSe ،KF,GaAs.ليددمذّ ا

BaF2, TiO 2شذمعذملم  ذف الدذايلا ذالي ذب  لايب،ذامد  شذ شذلايد شذذذKB 7(ذادلثذم  ا امد  ا
ذ لملنلذب املد.

بظهل ذب م  ح ذب ذب   لهذاي ذ دي ذماد مل ذب ما د لذ لددلثذلاذب دااد  ذب م اد  شذ د ذ د ايلذ
 للمداصذ لد ذمف ليدحذذ ظي ذ ل ذ يمحذب مف ليحذليمذب ذب ايمحذب مل ملدحذبكاادلذ مادصذلف دصذب  يد ل

شذ ل مااد  ذ  (ذ هد ذN  محذ الياد ذ دداصذب ما دحذب ممدما ذ.ذا ة د فح،ب  ذب ذ د  ذب دااد  ذب م د  ا
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شذلب ذذGaAs  ايلذاناصذاب لذ ل ذب م ي ح،ذاب ذب  ممي ذب ابل ذا  المذاب لدذب  م ذ ل ذ ام  ا
 مااصذذل  حذم ذب ل   ذذN =4ام  شذلب ذما مصذبما  لذابدححذمعذذBaF 2   يحذاذما مصذبما  ل

ذ ذما  يحذب  يذ ل ايذب ايمحذب مدلااحذ لملنلذب مالا ذب لدذم  امصذفيذب  م   ذب امليح.اب ن
ذ
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INTRODUCTION 
he reflection bands of a dielectric mirror arise from the N-fold periodic 

replication of high/low index layers of the type (HL)N, where H and L can 

have arbitrary lengths. Here, we will assume that they are quarter-

wavelength layers at the design wavelength λ0.A quarter-wave phase-shifted 

multilayer structure is obtained by doubling (HL)N to (HL)N(HL)N and then 

inserting a quarter-wave layer L between the two groups, resulting in 

(HL)NL(HL)N. it can be refer to such a structure as a Fabry-Perot resonator (FPR) 

also it can be called a quarter-wave phase-shifted Bragg grating  . 

A FPR behaves like a single L-layer at the design wavelength λ0. Indeed, noting 

that at λ0 the combinations LL and HH are half-wave or absentee layers and can be 

deleted. Thus, the number of the HL layers can be successively reduced, eventually 

resulting in the equivalent layer L (at λ0): 

 

(HL)NL(HL)N → (HL)N−1L(HL)N−1 → (HL)N−2L(HL)N−2 → · · · → L 

 

Adding another L-layer on the right, the structure (HL)NL(HL)NL will act as 

2L.this structure operate as a half-wave absentee layer at λ0. If such a structure is 

sandwiched between the same substrate material, say glass, then it will act as an 

absentee layer, and it will open up a narrow transmission window at λ0 in the 

middle of its reflecting band. 

Without the quarter-wave layers L present, the structures G|(HL)N(HL)N|G and 

G|(HL)N|G act as mirrors, but with the quarter-wave layers present, the structure 

G|(HL)NL(HL)NL|G acts as a narrow transmission filter, with the transmission 

bandwidth becoming narrower as N increases. 

By repeating the FPR (HL) NL (HL) N several times and using possibly different 

Lengths N, it is possible to design a very narrow transmission band centred at λ0 

having a flat pass band and very sharp edges, such filter designs have been used in 

thin-film applications and in fiber Bragg gratings, for example, as demultiplexers 

for WDM systems and for generating very narrow-bandwidth laser sources 

(typically at λ0 = 1550 nm) with distributed feedback Lasers [1-10]. 

In fiber-optic communications, wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) is a 

technology which multiplexes a number of optical carrier signals onto a single 

optical fiber by using different wavelengths (i.e. colors) of laser light. This 

technique enables bidirectional communications over one strand of fiber, as well as 

multiplication of capacity. 

The term wavelength-division multiplexing is commonly applied to an optical 

carrier (which is typically described by its wavelength).  

A WDM system uses a multiplexer at the transmitter to join the signals 

together, and a demultiplexer at the receiver to split them apart. With the right type 

of fiber it is possible to have a device that does both simultaneously, and can 

function as an optical add-drop multiplexer. The optical filtering devices used have 

conventionally been etalons, stable solid-state single-frequency Fabry–Perot 

interferometers in the form of thin-film-coated optical glass. 

WDM systems are popular with telecommunications companies because they 

allow them to expand the capacity of the network without laying more fiber. By 

using WDM and optical amplifiers, they can accommodate several generations of 

technology development in their optical infrastructure without having to overhaul 

T 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiber-optic_communication
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiplexing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optical_Carrier
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optical_fiber
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wavelength
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laser
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Light
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bidirectional
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiplexer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demultiplexer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Receiver_%28radio%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optical_add-drop_multiplexer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Etalon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fabry%E2%80%93P%C3%A9rot_interferometer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fabry%E2%80%93P%C3%A9rot_interferometer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telephone_company
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optical_amplifier
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the backbone network. Capacity of a given link can be expanded simply by 

upgrades to the multiplexers and demultiplexers at each end. 

Early WDM systems were expensive and complicated to run. However, recent 

standardization and better understanding of the dynamics of WDM systems have 

made WDM less expensive to deploy.[16] 

Optical receivers, in contrast to laser sources, tend to be wideband devices. 

Therefore the demultiplexer must provide the wavelength selectivity of the receiver 

in the WDM system. 

WDM systems are divided into different wavelength patterns, 

conventional/coarse (CWDM) and dense (DWDM). Conventional WDM systems 

provide up to 8 channels in the 3rd transmission window (C-Band) of silica fibers 

around 1550 nm. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) uses the same 

transmission window but with denser channel spacing. Channel plans vary, but a 

typical system would use 40 channels at 100 GHz spacing or 80 channels with 

50 GHz spacing. Some technologies are capable of 12,5 GHz spacing (sometimes 

called ultra dense WDM). Such spacings are today only achieved by Free space 

technology.[17] 

 

Analysis of the filter based on the fabry-perot interferometer 

A conventional filter has a sandwich structure in which a dielectric (buffer) 

layer is placed between multilayer dielectric mirrors. First, note that the buffer 

layer of a conventional filter is a waveguide with leakage modes.  

A dielectric mirror consists of multiple thin layers of (usually two) different 

transparent optical materials ( dielectric coatings, thin-film coatings, interference 

coatings). Even if the Fresnel reflection coefficient from a single interface between 

two materials is small (due to a small difference in refractive indices), the 

reflections from many interfaces can (in a certain wavelength range) constructively 

interfere to result in a very high overall reflectivity of the device. The simplest and 

most common design is that of a Bragg mirror, where all optical layer thickness 

values are just one-quarter of the design wavelength. This design leads to the 

highest possible reflectivity for a given number of layer pairs and given materials. 

[11] 

The number of thin-film layers required depends very much on the required 

function and on the refractive index difference between the coating materials.[12], 

the transfer matrix for one double layer of  (λ/4) thick coating at normal incidence 

in the product of the individual film matrices , just as in the case of the double –

layer anti reflecting films:  

  

ᶆ HL =ᶆL ᶆH                                                                                                               ... (1) 

 

ᶆ HL=    ⌈
0 i/γ

H

i/γ
H

0
⌉ [

0 i/γ
L

iγ
L

0
]=[

−γ
L

/γ
H

0

0 γ
H

/γ
L

]                  ... (2) 

 

ᶆ = (ᶆH1 ᶆL1)(ᶆH2 ᶆL2)….(ᶆHN ᶆLN) = (ᶆHᶆL)N = (ᶆHL)N                   …(3) 

 

 

Then the transfer matrix is 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiber-optic_communication#Transmission_windows
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optical_band#Optical_bands
http://kylia.com/ultradw.html
http://www.rp-photonics.com/dielectric_coatings.html
http://www.rp-photonics.com/refractive_index.html
http://www.rp-photonics.com/interference.html
http://www.rp-photonics.com/bragg_mirrors.html
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ᶆ=[
−γ

L 
/γ

H
0

0 −γ
H 

/γ
L

]

N

=[
(−γ

L 
/γ

H
)N 0

0 −γ
H 

/γ
L

N]              ... (4) 

 

For  normal incidence  

 
γL

γH

  =    
 nL

nH
      and    

γH

γL

    = 
nH

nL
                                                    … (5) 

 

So that  

ᶆ =[
(−nL /nH)N 0

0 (−nH /nL   )
N]                                                  ... (6) 

 

the matrix representing N high –low double layers of  λ/4 thick coating in series are 

thus. 

 

m11=(
−nL

nH
)

N
 ,   m22=(

−nH

n L
)

N
  ,  m12= m21=0                            …(7) 

  

Using these matrix elements in the expression for the reflection coefficient that is : 

 

R=
n

o(−nL /nH)N−ns (−nH /nL   )
N

no(−nL /nH)N+ns (−nH /nL   )
N

                                                   ... (8) 

 

When numerator of eq (8) are next multiplied by the factor   (
−nH /nL   )

N

ns 
) 

 

And the result is squared to give reflectance: 

 

Rmax= [
(−n0 /ns)(nL /nH )

2N−1

(−n0 /ns)(nL /nH )
2N+1

]
2

                                                             … (9) 

 

The varying transmission function of a FBR is caused by interference between 

the multiple reflections of light between the two reflecting surfaces. Constructive 

interference occurs if the transmitted beams are in phase, and this corresponds to a 

high-transmission peak of the etalon. If the transmitted beams are out-of-phase, 

destructive interference occurs and this corresponds to a transmission minimum. 

Whether the multiply reflected beams are in phase or not depends on the 

wavelength (λ) of the light (in vacuum), the angle the light travels through the 

etalon (θ), the thickness of the etalon (ℓ) and the refractive index of the material 

between the reflecting surfaces (n). 

The phase difference between each succeeding reflection is given by δ: 

  

δ =
4π

λ
 nlcos θ                                                                          ... (10) 

 

If both surfaces have a reflectance R, the transmittance function of the etalon is 

given by 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interference_(wave_propagation)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phase_(waves)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Refractive_index
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reflectance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmission_coefficient
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Te=
(1−R)2

1−R2−2R cos δ
                                                          ... (11) 

 

Te=
1

1+Fsin2(δ
2⁄ )

                                                           … (12) 

 

Where F is called finesse,the transmission of an etalon as function of 

wavelength is shown below in Figure (1). 

 
 

Figure (1) the transmission of an etalon as a function of wavelength,  

Etalon (F=10) shows sharper peaks and lower  

Transmission minima than etalon (F=2). 

 

Maximum transmission (Te=1) occurs when the optical path length difference 

(2nlcos δ ) between each transmitted beam is an integer multiple of the wavelength. 

In the absence of absorption, the reflectance of the etalon Re is the complement of 

the transmittance, such that (Te+Re)=1. The maximum reflectivity is given by: 

 

Rmax=
4R

(1+R)2                                                                   ... (12) 

 

and this occurs when the path-length difference is equal to half an odd multiple of 

the wavelength. 

The wavelength separation between adjacent transmission peaks is called the free 

spectral range (FSR) of the etalon, Δλ, and is given by: 

 

Δλ =
λ0

2

2nlcosθ+λ0   
                                                         ...(13) 

 

where λ0 is the central wavelength of the nearest transmission peak. The FSR is 

related to the full-width half-maximum, δλ, of any one transmission band by a 

quantity known as the finesse: 

 

F=
Δλ

δλ
=

π

2asin (1−√F  )
                                         ... (14) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optical_path_length
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_spectral_range
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_spectral_range
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Etalon-2.png
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Etalons with high finesse show sharper transmission peaks with lower minimum 

transmission coefficients. 

 

SIMULATION AND RESULT PROPOSED ON FILTER 

The following simulations concern to optical birefringence filters with design 

wavelength  λ0=1550 nm and the transmittance plotted over the range 1200 nm ≤ λ 

≤ 2000 nm.  

The structure of the first filter can be represented as follows: G(HL)6L(HL)6 LG 

where the exponent numbers represents a layer repetition. 

 In Figure (2) Transmission filter design with One FPR. This figure illustrates 

the basic transmission properties of FPR filters. The parameters choose that might 

closely emulate the case of a fiber Bragg grating for WDM in present applications. 

The refractive indices of the left and right substrates and the layers are: 

 na = nb = 1.52, nL(BaF2) = 1.4693, and nH (ZnSe )= 2.5. The design wavelength at 

which the layers are quarter wavelength is taken to be the standard laser source λ0 

= 1550 nm. 

First, comparison between  dielectric mirror of G (HL)6 G and its phase-shifted 

version using a single FPR  G(HL)6L(HL)6 LG , with number of layers N1 = 6.  

It can be observe from Figure (2) that the mirror (case F2) has a suppressed 

transmittance over the entire reflecting band, where as the FPR filter (case F1) has a 

narrow peak at λ0. The asymptotic edges of the reflecting band are calculated from 

Eq(13). In which 𝜌 is elementary reflection coefficients, both λ1 and λ2 equations 

are:   

  

λ1=
π(nH  lH+nLlL

acos(−ρ)
  , λ2=

π(nH  lH+nLlL

acos(ρ)
,  Δλ= λ2- λ1     ...(13) 

 

 For obtain λ1 = 1790 nm and λ2 = 1380 nm, the width of Δλ must be equal to  410 

nm. 

 

 
 

Figure (2) transmittance as function of wavelength for two cases  

(F2 which represent Dielectric mirror of G|(HL)6 |G structure,  

F1 represent the structure G(HL)6L(HL)6 LG which is  the  

Phase shift version of the dielectric mirror structure). 

 

The location of the peak can be shifted by making the phase-shift different from 

λ/4. This can be accomplished by changing the optical thickness of the middle L-

F = 10 

Δλ=410 nm 

Transmittance  

Band  

𝛿𝜆 =10 nm 
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layer to some other value. The graph of Figure (3)  show the case (F3 where that 

length was chosen to be nLlL = 0.6 λ0/4 corresponding to shifts of 110nm i.e  case 

F3 represent the structure of G(HL)6 0.6L(HL)6 LG in which the same refractive 

index of Figure (2) has been taken with 6 layer. 

It can be observe from Figure (3) that the mirror represent by case F1 has a 

suppressed transmittance over the entire reflecting band, where as the FPR filter 

(case F2) has a narrow peak at λ0 with very small value for 𝛿𝜆 =15 nm which can be 

shifted by changing the thickness of sandwiched layer as shown clearly in case 

(F3).  

The asymptotic edge of the reflecting band of such cases are calculated and its 

values are   λ1 = 1400nm and λ2 = 1730 nm , the width of Δλ must be equal to  330 

nm. 

 

 

 
 

Figure (3) transmittance as function of wavelength for three cases 

 (F3 Represent shifting of 110 nm with structure G(HL)6 0.6L(HL)6 

 LG, F2 which represent the structure G(HL)6L(HL)6 LG  

that is the phase shift version of the dielectric mirror structure,  

F1which represent Dielectric mirror of G|(HL)6 |G structure). 

 

In Figure (4) it can be observed how filtering wavelength shifting again with 

different value than that of Figure (3) by choosing another value for the 

sandwiched layer (1.3L) and this clearly shown in case F2,and by making 

comparison with the case (F3 ) which represent the case of single FBR filter it can 

be conclude  that a shift of 85nm can be achieved . 

 

 

 

F = 10 

Δλ=330 nm 

Transmittance  

Band  

𝛿𝜆 =15 nm 
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Figure (4) transmittance as function of wavelength for three cases (F2 

Represent shifting of 85nm with structure G(HL)6 1.3L(HL)6 LG from F2 

which represent the structure G(HL)6L(HL)6 LG that is transmission filter 

with single FBR, F1 represent Dielectric mirror of G|(HL)6 |G structure , and 

again na = nb = 1.52, nL(BaF2) = 1.4693, and nH (ZnSe )= 2.5 with design 

wavelength =1550 nm). 

 

The asymptotic edge of the reflecting band of the case of optical filter are 

calculated and its values are   λ1 = 1390nm and λ2 = 1750 nm , the width of Δλ 

must be equal to  340 nm and the value of 𝛿𝜆  is equal to 15 nm . 

In Figure (5) the refractive indices of the layers were changed to study the effect 

of choosing another material for the anti reflecting coating layer ,which is 

nH(GaAs)= 3.41917, and nL(BaF2) = 1.449 , the design wavelength at which the 

layers are quarter wavelength is taken to be the standard laser source λ0 = 1550 nm 

at which super narrow pulses are taken .It can be observed from Figure (5) that’s 

the value for the edges of the transmittance band are changed from that of previous 

design which is  λ1 = 1270 nm and λ2 = 1970.9 nm , resulting in a width of Δλ = 

700.9 nm. And also with different value of  shifting that’s equal to 128nm and the 

value of 𝛿𝜆  is equal to 2 nm . 

 

 
Figure(5): transmittance as function of wavelength for three cases (F2 

Represent shifting of 128nm with structure G(HL)6 1.3L(HL)6 LG , F2 which 

represent transmission filter with single FBR that it has the structure 

G(HL)6L(HL)6, F1which represent Dielectric mirror of G|(HL)6 |G structure 

with 6 stack layer). 

F = 10 

Δλ=340 nm 

Transmittance  

Band  

𝛿𝜆 =15 nm 

F = 10 

Δλ=700.9 nm 

Transmittance  

Band  

𝛿𝜆 =2 nm 
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In figure (6) another design parameter are chosen in a try of reaching to beast 

result,  first the refractive indices of the layers were changed to  nH(TiO2) = 2.48, 

and nL(CaF2) = 1.42692, and other parameter are the same that of Figure (5). 

It can be observed from Figure(6) that’s the edged of reflection band are changed 

to λ1 = 1325 nm and λ2 = 1895.5 nm , resulting in a width of Δλ = 570.5 nm with 

shifting of 80 nm and the value of 𝛿𝜆  is equal to 5 nm . 

unwanted transmittance wavelength between 1200nm up to 300nm,which 

makes the previous antireflection coating material is better than this. 

 

 
 

Figure(6) transmittance as function of wavelength for three cases (F3 

Represent transmission filter with single FBR of structure G(HL)6 L(HL)6 LG 

, F2 represent the of transmission filter with single FBR with 1.3 thickness of 

the sandwiched layer with structure of G(HL)61.3 L(HL)6 LG , F1represent 

Dielectric mirror of G|(HL)6
 |G structure). 

 

In Figure (7) other group of refractive index for l material are chosen that is nL 

(KF2 = 1.88) , and nH (ZnSe=1.71721) ,for the same design parameter of Figure 6. 

 

 
 

Figure (7) transmittance as function of wavelength for three cases F3 

Represent transmission filter with single FBR of structure G(HL)6 L(HL)6 LG 

, F2 represent the of transmission filter with single FBR with 1.3 thickness of 

the sandwiched layer with structure of G(HL)61.3 L(HL)6 LG , F1represent 

Dielectric mirror of G|(HL)6
 |G structure). 

 

F = 10 

Δλ=570.5 nm 

Transmittance  

Band  

𝛿𝜆 =5 nm 

F = 10 

Δλ=698 nm 

Transmittance  

Band  

𝛿𝜆 =4 nm 
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It can be observed that from Figurer (7), the edged of transmittance band are λ1 

= 1286 nm and λ2 = 1984 nm, resulting in a width of Δλ = 698 nm. With shifting 

of 111 nm. and the value of 𝛿𝜆  is equal to 4 nm . Unwanted transmittance 

wavelength between 1200nm up to 1390nm, which makes the previous 

antireflection coating material is better than this. 

In Figure (8) it can be return to the case of Figure (2) to study the effect of 

changing number of layer N in our design, for the same other parameter . 

 

 
Figure (8) transmittance as function of wavelength for three cases (F2 

Represent N=88 with structure G(HL)6 L(HL)6 LG , F3 represent N=4 which. 

represent the structure G(HL)4L(HL)4 LG that is the phase shift version of the 

dielectric mirror structure with N=4, F1represent Dielectric mirror of G|(HL)4
 

|G structure with N1=4 ). 

 

It can be observed that from Figure (9) as N increased the value of Δλ will 

decreased and narrower peak at the design wavelength (1550nm).  

For N= 8 the value of the edged of transmittance band are λ1 = 1368 nm and λ2 

= 1790 nm , resulting in a width of Δλ = 422 nm. and the value of 𝛿𝛿  is equal to 2 

nm . and the value of free spectral range  for the left hand side Δλ1=180nm  and for 

the right hand side Δλ1=320nm  . 

In Figure (9) return to the case of taking GaAs as high index material and BaF2 

as low index material to study the effect of changing number of layer N for such 

case because it represent the perfect design parameter for our design. 

 

 
Figure (9) transmittance as function of wavelength for three cases (F3 

Represent N=6with structure G(HL)6 L(HL)6 LG , F2 which represent the 

structure G(HL)4L(HL)4 LGthat is the  mirror of G|(HL)N1 |G structure 

where N1=6 ). 

F = 10 

Δλ=670 nm 

Transmittance  

Band  

𝛿𝜆 =2nm 

F = 10 

𝛿𝜆 =2 nm 

∆𝜆1 =180nm 

Free spectral range ∆𝜆2 =320nm 

Free spectral range 

 

∆𝜆 =422nm 

Transmittance band width 
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It can be observed from Figure (9) that the parameter in which N =4 and  

nH(GaAs) = 3.41917, and nL(BaF2) = 1.449 , the design wavelength at which the 

layers are quarter wavelength is 1550 nm at which super narrow pulses are taken 

and for single FBR transmission sandwiched thickness value can be taken 

according to the application required from them  . 

For N= 8 the value of the edged of transmittance band are λ1 = 1290 nm and λ2 = 

1980 nm, resulting in a width of Δλ = 670 nm. And the value of 𝛿ƛ  is equal to 2 

nm.  

This structure represent the perfect design for our filter. 

 

SIMULATION RESULT 

Simulated filter show that’s: 

1. the location of the peak  can be shifting according to the application required 

by choosing correct value of shifting differ from λ/4 by changing optical 

thickness of the middle L- layer to some other value. 

2. Number of antireflection layer (N) affect clearly on the result , for our result 

research we aimed to reduced it as possible to achieved requirement . 

3. the refractive index difference (Δn =nH-nL ) has great influence on the 

transmittance value for single design wavelength , and the largest possible 

value is required , for which wide wavelength bandwidth (Δ λ) a achieved and 

clearly single wavelength taken with very suitable value of shifting for the 

same layer (L) thickness . 

4. A WDM system uses a multiplexer at the transmitter to join the signals 

together, and a demultiplexer at the receiver to split them apart. With the right 

type of fiber it is possible to have a device that does both simultaneously, and 

can function as an optical add-drop multiplexer. The optical filtering devices 

used have conventionally been etalons, stable solid-state single-frequency 

Fabry–Perot interferometers in the form of thin-film-coated optical glass and 

this can be easily done by correct choice for the coating material which is 

represent the challenge factor for our design. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

We conclude that the best value of parameter required for our design represent 

that taken in simulation Figure (9) with smallest value for N and largest value of 

Δn and largest value of shifting if required  . 

And such parameter are closely emulate of fiber Bragg grating of DWDM 

application. Optical receivers, in contrast to laser sources, tend to be wideband 

devices. Therefore the demultiplexer must provide the wavelength selectivity of the 

receiver in the WDM system and this can be done by the good  choice for the 

transmission filter bandwidth that’s depend on the design parameter which is 

control the value of transmittance band edge and the free spectral range and finally 

number of channel within transmission window. 

Useful design rules for selecting refractive index in the  sandwich layer have been 

provided. The transmission peak height is strongly dependent on the variation of 

sandwiched layer thickness.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiplexer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transmitter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demultiplexer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Receiver_%28radio%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optical_add-drop_multiplexer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Etalon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fabry%E2%80%93P%C3%A9rot_interferometer
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